Correlation between pyridoxal-5'-phosphate levels and the percentage activation of aspartate aminotransferase enzyme in haemolysate and plasma during in vitro incubation studies with different B6 vitamers.
Conflicting results using erythrocyte aminotransferase (eAST) stimulation to assess vitamin B6 nutritional status in patients with less severe B6 deficiencies are common. It has been claimed that the presence of different B6 vitamers may modify the activation of eAST by pyridoxal-5'-phosphate (PLP) leading to stimulatory or even inhibitory effects. To investigate the possible role of this phenomenon in producing inconsistent AST stimulations, aliquots of whole blood were incubated with equivalent amounts of different B6 vitamers, and the AST stimulation was correlated with the concentrations of PLP, measured by high-performance liquid chromatography. At the end of the incubation period the erythrocytes and plasma were separately analyzed. The conversion of non-PLP B6 vitamers to PLP, by the erythrocytes, was similar (approximately 70%) for all B6 vitamers used in the incubation experiments. The newly formed PLP accumulated in the erythrocytes, but the percentage activation of AST did not change significantly from the basal levels, in spite of the presence of increased levels of PLP and other B6 vitamers used for incubation. When PLP was used in the incubation studies, all of it was retained by the plasma and was associated with a marked suppression of plasma AST stimulation. To determine the degree to which plasma and erythrocyte AST was dose-dependent, plasma and haemolysates were incubated with increasing concentrations of PLP. A very significant inverse relationship was obtained in plasma between AST stimulation and PLP even at modest PLP levels, while haemolysates required incubation with much higher PLP concentrations to demonstrate the same effect. Since plasma PLP is considered to be the most reliable indicator of B6 nutritional status in man, our findings suggest that plasma percentage AST stimulation more closely reflects the B6 nutritional status than erythrocyte AST stimulation test which may reflect B6 status only in severe, longstanding B6 deficiencies. Conflicting results using erythrocyte AST stimulations may be attributed to the insensitivity of red cell AST to changes in PLP content. It is unlikely that the presence of non-PLP B6 vitamers in haemolysate may affect the percentage stimulation of aminotransferase enzymes by PLP.